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			Japan Car Direct provides friendly, honest, efficient service. 

Get the motor vehicles you want today at a price you can afford!
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							Read reviews from real customers who have experienced the excellent service offered by Japan Car Direct
						

				

				
				
						


	
	[image: Grigory Tetis Avatar]	
		
						Very attentive and polite. Support trough all the processes with car purchase and import		

		Grigory Tetis
				1 week ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: G W Avatar]	
		
						JCD  are amazing!  I've been working with Yoshiro for the past several years and have ordered two cars... read moreJCD  are amazing!  I've been working with Yoshiro for the past several years and have ordered two cars from Japan.  At first I was slightly apprehensive about ordering a car from across the world, but JCD made the process as easy as possible.  JCD and Yoshiro provide exceptional service and have been a joy to work with.  If you are interested in importing a car from Japan, don't look anywhere else and go with these guys!  You won't be dissapointed :)  Oh and make sure you have a good customs broker.  They make getting the car off the boat and into your hands so much easier. read less		

		G W
				1 week ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Kevin Smart Avatar]	
		
						I haven't won any bids yet but JCD has been amazing to work with so far and I am confident... read moreI haven't won any bids yet but JCD has been amazing to work with so far and I am confident that I have the best team helping with my JDM purchase! read less		

		Kevin Smart
				3 weeks ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Joel Mason Avatar]	
		
						Fantastic experience bidding and buying a 1994 Honda Acty Van.  Mason van Dyk was an excellent ally through the... read moreFantastic experience bidding and buying a 1994 Honda Acty Van.  Mason van Dyk was an excellent ally through the entire process.  I was very nervous conducting business with a company in another country but they made the entire process painless.  I highly recommend paying for the inspection before you bid and be sure to take a look at the time change so you can get the report in time before the auction starts.    Thank you for being honest and fair in your dealings with me. read less		

		Joel Mason
				3 weeks ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Anthony Gillespie Avatar]	
		
						Seldom do I ever write reviews but with JCD I think its only right, considering many potential buyers will want... read moreSeldom do I ever write reviews but with JCD I think its only right, considering many potential buyers will want to know how this process works before going forward.  First time purchasing a car and first time importing one too! I was intrigued by the condition of vehicles from Japan since here in the UK salt destroys many vehicles some of which are still fairly new.  Mason was my JCD agent and contacted me after I was registered with their auction site. If you're like me, you will have many questions and Mason answered all of mine promptly and concisely.  Once registered we simply waited for vehicles I was interested in to pop up, and a couple did in short time. Mason kindly translated each listing I presented him explaining the ins and outs of the auction sheet.  Early December last year I found a vehicle I was interested in and decided to go for it. When I won the vehicle Mason quickly got things moving with having the car transported to their lot where they could prepare documentation and logistics. About two weeks later (just 2 days before Christmas) the logistics team at JCD found a booking for my vehicle on a boat to the UK. From there I simply waited and began organising receipt of the vehicle. All in all it took around 2 and a half months from winning the car to receiving it here in the UK.  It's frankly amazing how simple this process was with JCD, practically hands off after paying for the vehicle. Of course, it's important to remember that you need to get in touch with a customs agent to handle paying VAT, duty, terminal and custom charges on your car, if importing to the UK.  I can't express how pleased I am with the condition of my car both interior and exterior wise. I found nothing that wasn't already made aware to me from the auction sheet and pre-auction inspection. And not to mention the complete absence of rust or corrosion.  Finally I just need to get the car on the road!  Truly a massive thank you to Mason and the team at JCD, you guys were the best every step of the way, Thank you!!!  (2017 BMW M240i 82k km - 51k mi) read less		

		Anthony Gillespie
				1 month ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Rich Neilson Avatar]	
		
						I can't say anything negative about my experience with JCD. Despite the time difference, everyone communicated quickly and thoroughly. Yoshiro... read moreI can't say anything negative about my experience with JCD. Despite the time difference, everyone communicated quickly and thoroughly. Yoshiro did a great job steering me away from junk vehicles and aided me in finding something very nice. If you're considering purchasing a JDM vehicle, you'd be foolish not to use JCD! read less		

		Rich Neilson
				1 month ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Denis D. Avatar]	
		
						Great first-time experience buying though JCD. Took several weeks to find what i was looking for, nevertheless Mathew stayed super... read moreGreat first-time experience buying though JCD. Took several weeks to find what i was looking for, nevertheless Mathew stayed super helpful and responsive all that time. No single message was left without reply. Payment and delivery went fast and smooth. Great deal for me was an ability to transfer to a european bank acount. Can highly recommend JCD to anyone looking to buy in the local Japanese market. Thank you read less		

		Denis D.
				1 month ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Sammy Stevo Avatar]	
		
						Super happy with the car it’s in great condition. thanks for the help Mason and JCD		

		Sammy Stevo
				1 month ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Top Spot Avatar]	
		
						Excellent service, quick and professional. Always in touch to answer all my questions, quick to react to buy a car... read moreExcellent service, quick and professional. Always in touch to answer all my questions, quick to react to buy a car from an auction even with very short notice. Thank you, Matt and the team! Got a white Lexus for an excellent price with the very small mileage of 61000 km. Highly recommend! read less		

		Top Spot
				2 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Anna Tedesco Avatar]	
		
						The guys at Japan Car Direct are awesome. Super helpful and Quick to respond, they made the vehicle import process... read moreThe guys at Japan Car Direct are awesome. Super helpful and Quick to respond, they made the vehicle import process quite simple. I had zero knowledge or experience of importing a vehicle before reaching out to Matt. I am so grateful for everyone at Japan Car Direct and I’m so happy with my new Delica! read less		

		Anna Tedesco
				2 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Robert McCall Avatar]	
		
						My experience with Japan Car Direct was flawless. From finding the right vehicle to payment and delivery, everything was a... read moreMy experience with Japan Car Direct was flawless. From finding the right vehicle to payment and delivery, everything was a breeze. This was my first foreign import and I was impressed with how communicative and efficient the team was. Yoshiro was very helpful in guiding me through the process and being patient with me throughout.  The only thing I would mention is that have the spare key couriered separately as one of my key fobs went missing during shipment. Cost me a bit to replace and reprogram; but not the end of the world. Just flagging as good practice for anyone thinking of buying a vehicle for import.  Otherwise, would highly recommend Japan Car Direct and would use them again and again. read less		

		Robert McCall
				2 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Chris Barton Avatar]	
		
						From Star to finish, JCD were a pleasure to work with. Yoshiro answered emails quickly and helped me with every... read moreFrom Star to finish, JCD were a pleasure to work with. Yoshiro answered emails quickly and helped me with every step of buying my first car from Japan.  I spoke to other Japanese car exporters and didn't feel safe dealing with them. JCD are on YouTube videos, and are a great company to trust with your next used Japanese car purchase. read less		

		Chris Barton
				2 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Michael Tan Avatar]	
		
						Mike helped me with purchasing and importing my first JDM car (JZX100 Chaser). Throughout the entire process, Mike was extremely... read moreMike helped me with purchasing and importing my first JDM car (JZX100 Chaser). Throughout the entire process, Mike was extremely professional and I really appreciated his availability to answering all my questions/requests. Despite the numerous amount of questions I had (I am an extremely anxious person), responses from JCD were always concise and carried a very professional tone which I particularly appreciated and I think is very representative of working with a Japanese vs US-based company for importing. Initially, I was split between using JCD versus a US-based importer (like The Import Guys). But after considering the material difference in pricing, especially given the JPY FX rate, I thought I'd go with JCD given they are based in Japan and I figured paperwork and communication between them and other local entities in Japan would be easier. Sure enough, no regrets! Everything went extremely smoothly after winning my bid, I was essentially hands off when it came to getting the car out of Japan. The only clarification I'd provide to other potential customers is just recognizing that JCD provides all services up until the car is on the boat, then its on you to coordinate with a customs broker and shipping company to have the car clear US customs and get released. All in all, JCD really handled all the paperwork needed and I couldn't have imagined a more simple importing process. Wouldn't hesitate to use them again! read less		

		Michael Tan
				3 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Phillip Fast Avatar]	
		
						Smooth great experience. Imported 2 cars with Mike and haven’t been disappointed. Will definitely buy more in the future! Thanks... read moreSmooth great experience. Imported 2 cars with Mike and haven’t been disappointed. Will definitely buy more in the future! Thanks Mike and JCD read less		

		Phillip Fast
				3 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Sara Thomas Avatar]	
		
						I recently had the pleasure of working with Matt from Japan Car Direct, and I must say that my experience... read moreI recently had the pleasure of working with Matt from Japan Car Direct, and I must say that my experience was nothing short of exceptional. From the initial inquiry to the final delivery of my imported car, Matt demonstrated a level of professionalism and dedication that truly set Japan Car Direct apart.  Matt was patient and took the time to understand my preferences and requirements, ensuring that the car I chose was a perfect fit.  In addition to the exceptional service, the quality of the vehicle I received exceeded my expectations, and it was evident that Japan Car Direct takes great care in ensuring that their customers receive top-notch, well-maintained vehicles.  Overall, my experience with Matt and Japan Car Direct was outstanding, and I would not hesitate to recommend their services to anyone looking to import a Japanese car. read less		

		Sara Thomas
				3 months ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Seth Garrett Avatar]	
		
						The team at JCD made buying a car from another country easier than I could have imagined. I worked with... read moreThe team at JCD made buying a car from another country easier than I could have imagined. I worked with Yoshiro and he always replied extremely fast when I sent links to cars I was interested in bidding on and even offered advice on how to more effectively judge the condition of a vehicle to pick out exactly what I was looking for. Would recommend to anyone looking to import their first car, or even their tenth. read less		

		Seth Garrett
				3 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Darragh O&#039;Carroll MD Avatar]	
		
						If you are looking for a JDM vehicle, there is only one company you should work with. JCD.  Without... read moreIf you are looking for a JDM vehicle, there is only one company you should work with. JCD.  Without a doubt the best customer service, and your best option for securing the vehicle of your dreams. read less		

		Darragh O'Carroll MD
				3 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: who wong Avatar]	
		
						Car delivered exceeding my expectation.Mason Patiently guide through the process.JCD is Legit and I strongly recommends them.		

		who wong
				3 months ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Sam Loomis Visuals Avatar]	
		
						Mike was excellent through & through in helping me purchase my first import through Japanese auction. Very thorough, and quick... read moreMike was excellent through & through in helping me purchase my first import through Japanese auction. Very thorough, and quick responses every time I wanted info on a car I saw up for auction. The screen recordings with auction sheet translations was key to finding the right car for me. Their references to a stateside broker was also paramount to my successful import experience. Highly recommend for anyone looking to purchase a vehicle in Japan and import into the US. read less		

		Sam Loomis Visuals
				3 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Casey Schaeffer Avatar]	
		
						Excellent experience with Japan Car Direct. Worked with Yoshiro over the span of several months and could not have been... read moreExcellent experience with Japan Car Direct. Worked with Yoshiro over the span of several months and could not have been easier. Always responsive, professional, and communicative. Removed all the guesswork out of the process and got me a good price at auction. Highly recommended! read less		

		Casey Schaeffer
				3 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Erik Avatar]	
		
						JCD was great! Mason was extremely helpful and knowledgable throughout the entire process. Will be using their services again and... read moreJCD was great! Mason was extremely helpful and knowledgable throughout the entire process. Will be using their services again and highly recommend. read less		

		Erik
				4 months ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Ino Lambers Avatar]	
		
						I bought a car in Japan and sent it to Germany. Perfect service! Everything went well. Until next time! ありがとうございます！		

		Ino Lambers
				4 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: romrock22 Setsidis Avatar]	
		
						I recommend them to you! They are a serious company and very helpful. Thank you very much Mathew !		

		romrock22 Setsidis
				4 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Andrew Cantwell Avatar]	
		
						Mike and the team helped me import a classic Range Rover p38 for a restoration project. I couldn’t be happier... read moreMike and the team helped me import a classic Range Rover p38 for a restoration project. I couldn’t be happier with the personalised service and secure atmosphere. Andrew read less		

		Andrew Cantwell
				4 months ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: William Greenberg Avatar]	
		
						This is a class act, top of the line company. I was set to buy a kei truck through them... read moreThis is a class act, top of the line company. I was set to buy a kei truck through them but some life events happened and they happily refunded me my deposit. I will definitely be returning as a customer in the near future! Thank you for the genuine care! read less		

		William Greenberg
				4 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Zack S Avatar]	
		
						After looking through many reviews and scouring Reddit for advice I decided to trust Japan Car Direct for my first... read moreAfter looking through many reviews and scouring Reddit for advice I decided to trust Japan Car Direct for my first JDM import. I could not be happier my decision! They are an awesome company  that guided me through the entire process. If you are wanting to import a vehicle and don’t know who to trust, look no further than Japan Car Direct. read less		

		Zack S
				4 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1][image: media thumbnail 2][image: media thumbnail 3]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: linda winslet Avatar]	
		
						Without a doubt the best customer service, and the car was pretty good too! From the first conversation with Mike... read moreWithout a doubt the best customer service, and the car was pretty good too! From the first conversation with Mike Nguyen I knew I had found the right person and company to help me bring a car to the UK. If you are reading this and have any concern about buying from Japan don’t,  they are definitely the partner you want.  Mike was helpful beyond fault with the many video reports he sent, each as cheerful and informative the last, he patiently and politely answered every email instantly and question I had along with my concern about sending money. I need not have worried. JDC seamlessly handled everything including at the UK end by hooking me up with an import company who charged a fair price for off loading the car and getting it through customs and it was there ready at the agreed pick up time. I cannot convey how impressed I was with everyone and am just about to buy another car as I love the car and the service. There is a reason they have so many 5 star reviews. Don’t hesitate in using them. You’ve found the best team for your adventure into buying a car from Japan. read less		

		linda winslet
				4 months ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Matt May Avatar]	
		
						First time importing and these guys were awesome! Smooth from start to finish. A little too smooth… might need to... read moreFirst time importing and these guys were awesome! Smooth from start to finish. A little too smooth… might need to look for another car! read less		

		Matt May
				4 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Cade Miller Avatar]	
		
						Japan Car Direct is so amazing! About 6 months ago I wanted a Kei truck. I looked at purchasing them... read moreJapan Car Direct is so amazing! About 6 months ago I wanted a Kei truck. I looked at purchasing them locally, but they were just too expensive. So, I looked at importing one through a company like JCD to save some money and to look for what I wanted exactly. While I was initially skeptical, after interacting with agents getting access to the auction site, I was so confident in the ability to import the car of my dreams.  After months of bothering my agent, Taylor, with constant bids and random questions, I finally won an auction and purchased my truck. While I thought once I had paid the final bill to them that their services were over, I was dead wrong: Taylor was there to support me through the ENTIRE process. JCD worked so hard to make sure my truck was just how I wanted it, delivered as fast as possible, and affordable.  While it was scary at first, it was just so easy! I am just now getting my truck registered and road-legal. My fulfillment in my new Kei truck and with JCD's services was so immense that I couldn't help convincing friends and family to make the same choice that I did: importing my JDM dream car through Japan Car Direct.  Huge shoutout to Taylor and to the company. No wonder this company has so many five-star reviews on Google, they're amazing! read less		

		Cade Miller
				5 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Ian Lugo Avatar]	
		
						I fell down the rabbit hole of Kei trucks... I really wanted one but had never imported a car before.... read moreI fell down the rabbit hole of Kei trucks... I really wanted one but had never imported a car before. Mike and the rest of the team at Japan Car Direct were the perfect choice for this beginner's journey!  As you begin your process Mike will be there to answer any questions and provide any translations of auction cars that interest you. He explained the overall process and was patient and courteous. He even recommended a U.S. broker that helped me complete all the necessary paperwork for title and registration of the vehicle in the U.S.  I had an overall great experience and highly recommend this company for any Japanese car import needs.  Kei is the way! read less		

		Ian Lugo
				5 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: A ukognes Avatar]	
		
						Great team, great service! Mike, Matt and the entire team were super knowledgeable and patient about explaining the process of... read moreGreat team, great service! Mike, Matt and the entire team were super knowledgeable and patient about explaining the process of bidding for a JDM vehicle at auction and shipping the vehicle overseas. Always quick to respond and professional. They made sure I found the exact car I was looking for. I would definitely recommend! read less		

		A ukognes
				5 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Charles Bell Avatar]	
		
						I saw several posts about Japan Car Direct and Yoshiro Nakajima. All very positive. Here is my positive post. Japan... read moreI saw several posts about Japan Car Direct and Yoshiro Nakajima. All very positive. Here is my positive post. Japan Car Direct and a good import broker on the US side made getting the little KEI truck painless. The banana is for scale. read less		

		Charles Bell
				5 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Matthew Wright Avatar]	
		
						HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! I would gladly add my name to the list of those that had the opportunity to work with... read moreHIGHLY RECOMMENDED! I would gladly add my name to the list of those that had the opportunity to work with Mike and the rest of the team at JCD. At first I was hesitant of the whole process, but Mike took lots of time answering my questions and helped put me in contact with the right people to get things in order for the purchase, export/import, and certification process. They even helped organize a long term storage solution in Japan until the purchased car came to 25yr old. I own my dream car now and I KNOW i saved a ton of money by working with JCD. I would happily recommend them to anyone looking to do the same thing. thank you again for your help!!! read less		

		Matthew Wright
				5 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: orlando machin Avatar]	
		
						Mason was very helpful through the whole process. Thank you JCD for an amazing experience. I will definitely continue doing... read moreMason was very helpful through the whole process. Thank you JCD for an amazing experience. I will definitely continue doing business with the team. read less		

		orlando machin
				5 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: MJ AUTO Avatar]	
		
						Great experience, Crown is better than expected. Mason is great to work with , and made the process less stressful... read moreGreat experience, Crown is better than expected. Mason is great to work with , and made the process less stressful than I imagined it would be . Great job guys, look forward to dealing with again. read less		

		MJ AUTO
				5 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Franck Keunecke Avatar]	
		
						Great buying experience, bought my first Japan import from mike, everything went super smooth no unnecessary waiting time these guys... read moreGreat buying experience, bought my first Japan import from mike, everything went super smooth no unnecessary waiting time these guys are experts. Def. Recommend them 👌🏽 read less		

		Franck Keunecke
				5 months ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Mobile Lube Avatar]	
		
						Would not have chosen any other company to work with, amazing communication doesn’t even feel like your buying a car... read moreWould not have chosen any other company to work with, amazing communication doesn’t even feel like your buying a car on the other side of the world. My Toyota Hiace arrived exactly as expected. Very happy with Mason he was amazing to work with beginning to end. read less		

		Mobile Lube
				5 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Ali Arfaj Avatar]	
		
						It is my first time to import a car and it went good. thanks to JCD and thanks to Mike... read moreIt is my first time to import a car and it went good. thanks to JCD and thanks to Mike for his cooperations. All the best ✌️ read less		

		Ali Arfaj
				5 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Alex Holubowsky Avatar]	
		
						Mason did a great job helping through the entire process for multiple vehicles. He answered all my questions and was... read moreMason did a great job helping through the entire process for multiple vehicles. He answered all my questions and was fast with responding. Overall japancardirect did a great job with helping me get my vehicles. read less		

		Alex Holubowsky
				6 months ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Mitchell H Avatar]	
		
						Yoshiro and the JCD guys did an outstanding job helping me to import my Kei Truck. Over the course of... read moreYoshiro and the JCD guys did an outstanding job helping me to import my Kei Truck. Over the course of the few months it took, and lots and lots of emails, they happily answered all of my dumb questions, and never ceased to be prompt, professional, and extremely helpful. I don't know how I would've done this without them! read less		

		Mitchell H
				6 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Frey Avatar]	
		
						Had a great experience with Mason! Thanks again.		

		Frey
				6 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Andrew Austin Avatar]	
		
						Mike and the team helped me buy a Subaru Sambar and export it to the US. This was my first... read moreMike and the team helped me buy a Subaru Sambar and export it to the US. This was my first time and JCD's professionality and willingness to help me understand the process made it a worry free experience. I would highly recommend them! read less		

		Andrew Austin
				6 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: George Logan Avatar]	
		
						I found JCD very helpful, friendly and professional. As a first time importer they where patient and informative Excellent service... read moreI found JCD very helpful, friendly and professional. As a first time importer they where patient and informative Excellent service all round. read less		

		George Logan
				6 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Jonathan Levy Avatar]	
		
						I have never dealt with a better company. These guys are outstanding and really know the business of exporting vehicles.... read moreI have never dealt with a better company. These guys are outstanding and really know the business of exporting vehicles. I imported a car to Ireland and it was a joyous experience with JCD. Mike was so patient and responsive to every query and did a super job. Despite me changing my mind a few times and requesting many translations, he never complained. Mathew fought my corner right at the end of the process to make sure everything was right and his knowledge of the Irish system was really impressive given the geographical distances. If anyone in Ireland is looking to import a vehicle from Japan I highly recommend Japan Car Direct. read less		

		Jonathan Levy
				7 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: sandesh m.s Avatar]	
		
						This is my first time importing a vehicle from Japan.  Yoshi has been very helpful and responsive.  The... read moreThis is my first time importing a vehicle from Japan.  Yoshi has been very helpful and responsive.  The process has been explained clearly on their website and Yoshi guided me in all the steps. Very Happy doing it with them. read less		

		sandesh m.s
				7 months ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Jill Brownlow Avatar]	
		
						First time purchasing a car of my choice.  JCD were absolutely brilliant.  Initially, I was unsure of what... read moreFirst time purchasing a car of my choice.  JCD were absolutely brilliant.  Initially, I was unsure of what exactly I wanted (Make, age, colour, mileage). I was more certain of what I did not want!  Mason, my guide, was patient, even for the silliest questions, and eventually we whittled the choice down and then the acquisition of said car.  R-line Polo 4 years old.  Mason did all the necessary, buying and shipping, including all the paperwork!  Fantastic.  So now my beautiful Polo is residing in my garage awaiting the DVLA!  The buying and the importation went like clockwork, thanks to JCD and Mason specifically. As soon as I get it on the road I will post pictures! read less		

		Jill Brownlow
				7 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: David McChristian Avatar]	
		
						I had a great experience with Japan Car Direct, an auction broker and car exporter that helped me find and... read moreI had a great experience with Japan Car Direct, an auction broker and car exporter that helped me find and import a Kei truck from Japan. Communication was great throughout the whole process. They were very responsive and answered all of my questions, no matter how dumb they seemed. They took time to explain the entire process, from bidding to shipping, and made it very easy and stress free. I am very happy with their service and would highly recommend them to anyone looking for a reliable and professional company to import a car from Japan. Thank you, Taylor and Japan Car Direct! read less		

		David McChristian
				7 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: vin wish Avatar]	
		
						I am writing this after being able to see my car for the first time today thanks to the guys... read moreI am writing this after being able to see my car for the first time today thanks to the guys at JCD, specifically Mike. I am still amazed at how easy and smooth the process has been start to finish. This was my first time importing a car and Mike was excellent in answering all my questions when it came to all the steps of how things work and the timeline in which it takes to receive the car. Mike was super quick to respond with translations of the car and in the end no detail was missed, the car arrived exactly how I expected it to. Overall could not be happier with my experience, big thank you Mike and I look forward to using JCD again some time in the near future. read less		

		vin wish
				8 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Aaron Lott Avatar]	
		
						I used JCD for my first ever import. They make it so easy to get everything done and had patience... read moreI used JCD for my first ever import. They make it so easy to get everything done and had patience with me asking 100 questions about the process. I would recommend these guys to anyone! read less		

		Aaron Lott
				8 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: evan gallion Avatar]	
		
						Very quick and Simple process. i would definitely use JCD again. My man Mike Nguyen helped me out through everything... read moreVery quick and Simple process. i would definitely use JCD again. My man Mike Nguyen helped me out through everything and even followed up with more translations when i needed them. He always had quick and informative responses. read less		

		evan gallion
				8 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Dale Ficken Avatar]	
		
						This is my second vehicle that Mike at Japan Car Direct has helped me import to the U.S. and the... read moreThis is my second vehicle that Mike at Japan Car Direct has helped me import to the U.S. and the third I have been involved with. Impeccable service and if you do your homework and get the inspections on the vehicles you are interested in, you can get some great deals in Japan. The last vehicle took 1 month to arrive and 3 days to clear customs. I could not be happier with the car. read less		

		Dale Ficken
				8 months ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Sanibel Jack Charters Avatar]	
		
						Smooth transaction.  Helped find the right vehicle.  Arrived as described.  Paperwork all in order.  Excellent communication.		

		Sanibel Jack Charters
				8 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Craig Lewis Avatar]	
		
						Imagine you want to buy a car from Japan. You aren't there, you have no contacts there, you don't know... read moreImagine you want to buy a car from Japan. You aren't there, you have no contacts there, you don't know the system. What can you do?  I know the answer to this one! Do business with Japan Car Direct.  I was that newbie, I had so many question - so many concerns. Mike Nguyen was kind enough to respond to everyone of them with patience and kindness. I can only imagine that almost every one of his multiple clients are doing the same thing - maybe at the same time! If that is so, I never got the feeling that I was a pest (I probably was).  The result for me was a pleasant surprise. Probably due to my location, the car came faster than I imagined. My whole process (winning bid to delivery) took a month and ten days.  So the moral is let these pros take care of you - because they will. The happy ending is that you will get the car of your dreams and these guys will have your back the whole time! read less		

		Craig Lewis
				9 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Alban Haziri Avatar]	
		
						Dealt with Yoshiro from start to finish. He was great. Got an accurate estimate of how much it would cost... read moreDealt with Yoshiro from start to finish. He was great. Got an accurate estimate of how much it would cost to get a car imported where other companies were quoting a ridiculous amount. Final cost came out pretty much spot on.  Yoshiro dealt with my queries very quickly and helped resolve any issues.  Would definitely recommend to anyone looking to use their services. read less		

		Alban Haziri
				9 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Alex Padmore Avatar]	
		
						Great experience getting a Kei Truck from Japan to the UK. Mike was excellent and helped throughout the process.		

		Alex Padmore
				9 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Sean Eversfield Avatar]	
		
						Great company to deal with from start to finish. I imported a Kei truck from Japan into Canada. The staff... read moreGreat company to deal with from start to finish. I imported a Kei truck from Japan into Canada. The staff member I dealt with always responded promptly over a period of months while I was searching for the perfect vehicle. They went above and beyond to get the vehicle to exactly how I wanted and the whole process was smooth, straight forward, and no hidden fees. Would highly recommend if you are looking to purchase a vehicle from Japanese auction. read less		

		Sean Eversfield
				9 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Aurelien DAMIEN Avatar]	
		
						Just perfect. A real team of extremely serious professionals. It was my first import, and everything went great with Yoshiro's... read moreJust perfect. A real team of extremely serious professionals. It was my first import, and everything went great with Yoshiro's help. I will go back to their service with my eyes closed for a future import, you can trust them completely. read less		

		Aurelien DAMIEN
				9 months ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Aurelien DAMIEN Avatar]	
		
						Juste Parfait. Une vraie équipe de professionnelle extrêmement sérieuse. C’était mon premier import, et tout c'est passé à merveille avec... read moreJuste Parfait. Une vraie équipe de professionnelle extrêmement sérieuse. C’était mon premier import, et tout c'est passé à merveille avec l'aide de Yoshiro. Je repasserai par leur service les yeux fermés pour un prochain import, vous pouvez leur faire entièrement confiance. read less		

		Aurelien DAMIEN
				9 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Ryan Ramsarran Avatar]	
		
						Very experienced car dealers!! My first time buying a vehicle on auction. The guidance from Yoshi was magnificent with prompt... read moreVery experienced car dealers!! My first time buying a vehicle on auction. The guidance from Yoshi was magnificent with prompt responses and great advice. I received my vehicle on time and in great condition.. Thank you again for your service. read less		

		Ryan Ramsarran
				9 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Thomas Slayton Avatar]	
		
						Great first experience purchasing and importing a kei truck with help from the team at JCD! Yoshi was awesome to... read moreGreat first experience purchasing and importing a kei truck with help from the team at JCD! Yoshi was awesome to work with, he always replied quickly, was available for skype calls, and gave great guidance in selecting a quality vehicles at auction to bid on. The importing process went smoothly and the vehicle exceeded all of my expectations. Big thanks to Yoshi and the JCD team for making my kei truck dream a reality! read less		

		Thomas Slayton
				9 months ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Jay Weidner Avatar]	
		
						Smooth Transaction. Matthew was very transparent and helped us every step of the way. Would definitley use them again.		

		Jay Weidner
				10 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Abner Juco Avatar]	
		
						This is my first time importing a vehicles from Japan.  Mike has been very helpful and responsive.  The... read moreThis is my first time importing a vehicles from Japan.  Mike has been very helpful and responsive.  The process has been trouble free.  Will definitely do business with them again.  Highly recommended! read less		

		Abner Juco
				10 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Wilfred Thompson Avatar]	
		
						I highly recommend Japan Car Direct. I just brought my first imported car home today, and I still don't understand... read moreI highly recommend Japan Car Direct. I just brought my first imported car home today, and I still don't understand all the steps from start to finish, but regardless, everything ran like a well oiled machine from an auction house to a port city south of Tokyo to Tacoma, WA, USA, export, import, etc... The people I worked with at Japan Car Direct were highly professional, patient, informative, and responsive. Cheers! read less		

		Wilfred Thompson
				10 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1][image: media thumbnail 2]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Matthew Blair Avatar]	
		
						I am extremely happy with my vehicle and the service I received from JCD! Highly recommend if you need a... read moreI am extremely happy with my vehicle and the service I received from JCD! Highly recommend if you need a real truck. read less		

		Matthew Blair
				11 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: EJZX90 Avatar]	
		
						My experience was so incredible working with Japan Car Direct. It almost didn't feel real, I followed their instructions provided... read moreMy experience was so incredible working with Japan Car Direct. It almost didn't feel real, I followed their instructions provided and was in browsing the auction database in no time at all. When I was ready I sent an email and Yoshiro worked with me almost every step of the way. I purchased my car in August and received it in early January due to several holidays over the time and a minor delay with the vehicle (ECM had a leaky capacitor, a shop repaired it and it's been good as new). I 100% suggest these guys any time someone asks about obtaining a vintage JDM car because the service is amazing and as long as you're smart about what you're buying (know how to read the auction repair sheets etc.) the cars are exactly if not better than expected. Thank you again for helping me get into my a dream car of mine. read less		

		EJZX90
				11 months ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Kleon Kollins Avatar]	
		
						Great service with Mason, definitely recommend! Two cars in so far and looking for plenty more!		

		Kleon Kollins
				11 months ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Taylor Greene Avatar]	
		
						I had been searching for someone to purchase a car through for about 3months before I found these guys. These... read moreI had been searching for someone to purchase a car through for about 3months before I found these guys. These guys should be your only consideration when buying from japan. They are the only group I can say I had no red flags with. I worked with Matt, and he couldn’t have been more helpful. The process was made so easy I’m thinking about my next purchase.  I was able to find my 1 owner Supra at an amazing price one day before the auction and began to panic because I thought I wasn’t able to get in touch that fast to coordinate the bid. But I was wrong and he was able to get right in there and get it. All estimated wait times were accurate, and was pointed in the right direction for every piece I needed after the car was shipped out. He was able to provide a go to for it all. Making this almost as easy as an Amazon purchase.  It’s kinda unreal that you can just buy a car from Japan this easily, but these guys made it happen. Thanks again. read less		

		Taylor Greene
				1 year ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Peter Rigney Avatar]	
		
						My son and I worked with Mike N at Japan Car Direct, and had an outstanding experience. Their services are... read moreMy son and I worked with Mike N at Japan Car Direct, and had an outstanding experience. Their services are exactly what you'd hope for - they help you find the right vehicle at the right price, and they help you get it on its way to a port near you. Mike's guidance around the timing and paperwork ends was really great. We picked up our Mitsubishi Minicab in Freeport, TX and got it home over the weekend (on schedule). It's a little dirty in this picture, but cleaned up nicely with a bath.  Big thanks to Mike and the JCD team for helping us make this happen. We've already recommended JCD to others, and will continue to. read less		

		Peter Rigney
				1 year ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Edwin Doyle Avatar]	
		
						My experience was so incredible working with Japan Car Direct. It almost didn't feel real, I followed their instructions provided... read moreMy experience was so incredible working with Japan Car Direct. It almost didn't feel real, I followed their instructions provided and was in browsing the auction database in no time at all. When I was ready I sent an email and Yoshiro worked with me almost every step of the way. I purchased my car in August and received it in early January due to several holidays over the time and a minor delay with the vehicle (ECM had a leaky capacitor, a shop repaired it and it's been good as new). I 100% suggest these guys any time someone asks about obtaining a vintage JDM car because the service is amazing and as long as you're smart about what you're buying (know how to read the auction repair sheets etc.) the cars are exactly if not better than expected. Thank you again for helping me get into my a dream car of mine. read less		

		Edwin Doyle
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Scott Wallace Avatar]	
		
						Mike Nguyen with JCD was great to work with and very patient since this was my first time looking for... read moreMike Nguyen with JCD was great to work with and very patient since this was my first time looking for a RHD import. I would gladly recommend them to anyone that has questions or is looking for a great import. read less		

		Scott Wallace
				1 year ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Lachlan Hanwright Avatar]	
		
						Awesome work from Mat. Couldn’t have been more helpful if I asked and was really clear with everything involved. Pice... read moreAwesome work from Mat. Couldn’t have been more helpful if I asked and was really clear with everything involved. Pice estimates for the shipping were very accurate. 10/10 will definitely recommend and maybe even use again some day. read less		

		Lachlan Hanwright
				1 year ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Daniel Kim Avatar]	
		
						Japan Car Direct is legit, and I absolutely would come back again to JCD to import another vehicle from Japan!... read moreJapan Car Direct is legit, and I absolutely would come back again to JCD to import another vehicle from Japan! Mason has been patient, responsive, and friendly as to put other importing companies to shame. He always responded to my emails within 1 business day, and always gave advance warning when he would not be available. The auction purchase and importing processes were transparent and completely logical. Their professionalism is second to none and I strongly recommend anyone on the fence to trust this company with your time and money. They're true car guys through and through. read less		

		Daniel Kim
				1 year ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Michu Krzyzu Avatar]	
		
						Excellent service from the guys at JCD!  Mason is very helpful and patient explaining all aspects of making a... read moreExcellent service from the guys at JCD!  Mason is very helpful and patient explaining all aspects of making a purchase at an auction and taking us through the whole process.  The car is exactly as described - happy days! read less		

		Michu Krzyzu
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Hawk Tsar Avatar]	
		
						Based in Europe and the first time importing a car from Japan. Did my research and decided on Japan Car... read moreBased in Europe and the first time importing a car from Japan. Did my research and decided on Japan Car Direct as an agent due to their operations setup and the amount of pre-information available on their website and other resources. I knew the car I wanted and contacted them via email. I was contacted by Mike and he agreed to a call and took his time to explain all the answers to all my questions. He was extremely patient as I was changing my mind often and has loads of questions yet he did not stop keeping up the amazing customer service. I finally got a car and shipped safely with no surprises along the way. As a bonus the car was 100% as described and very happy. read less		

		Hawk Tsar
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Daniel Schultz Avatar]	
		
						This is as good as no-sight car buying can get and I 100% recommend using these guys. Take your time,... read moreThis is as good as no-sight car buying can get and I 100% recommend using these guys. Take your time, work with them, and you'll get exactly what you want.  I was in the market for a Skyline and told Yoshiro what I was looking for ('98 or older, RWD, no rust, no accidents). He asked a few questions to gauge how much I cared about different aspects. I sent them the deposit and got started.  From there I used their auction database to find cars I was interested in and I spent about a month looking at different auctions. Many times Yoshiro would discover something about the car I wouldn't have caught that made it a no-go, and his honesty probably saved me from a few lemons. Eventually this R34 closed without meeting reserve, and Yoshiro guided me through the negotiations process (which I was completely unfamiliar with).  You only need 1 bank transfer to pay the rest of the fees which simplifies things. After that was done he got the car moved to the shipping yard. This was during peak covid, so of course there were tons of delays getting it onto a ship. Yoshiro provided regular updates, and once it was loaded he immediately sent me all the relevant documents and helped me find a broker to transport it from the port to my house.  I'm extremely happy with the car and am super grateful that I had the help I did from the JCD guys to get it. It was honestly way simpler and easier than I thought it was going to be, and I almost prefer it to buying from dealerships! read less		

		Daniel Schultz
				1 year ago
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	[image: Rudi Zabeo Avatar]	
		
						Recently purchased a JDM vehicle through Japan Cars Direct. Even though I kept adding extra work for Mike from Japan... read moreRecently purchased a JDM vehicle through Japan Cars Direct. Even though I kept adding extra work for Mike from Japan Cars Direct, nothing was too hard for him and he was extremely helpful and as a bonus speaks perfect english. I would not hesitate to use Japan Cars Direct again read less		

		Rudi Zabeo
				1 year ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Kemal Ozvurulmus Avatar]	
		
						Thanks to Taylor at JCD, purchased 2 cars for the 1st time from Japan to import to the UK. ... read moreThanks to Taylor at JCD, purchased 2 cars for the 1st time from Japan to import to the UK.  Very informative and helpful. Definitely recommend over other importers, not pushy and trying to get a sale in. Definitely will do this process with them again! read less		

		Kemal Ozvurulmus
				1 year ago
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	[image: Jared Kalinski Avatar]	
		
						I have imported two vehicles through the folks at Japan Car Direct. Both times have been great experiences. Mathew’s expertise... read moreI have imported two vehicles through the folks at Japan Car Direct. Both times have been great experiences. Mathew’s expertise and patience is greatly appreciated. All the export paperwork is thorough and well done making the state side paperwork go without a hitch. I look forward to doing business with them again. read less		

		Jared Kalinski
				1 year ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1][image: media thumbnail 2]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Huw Williams Avatar]	
		
						I'd like to say thanks to Mike and his team for their help purchasing and exporting a Honda acty to... read moreI'd like to say thanks to Mike and his team for their help purchasing and exporting a Honda acty to the UK.  Mike helped throughout the process, replying quickly to any queries I had. Advising on sensible bids and finding the right vehicle with the auction sheet translations and inspections.  Will be using JCD again in the future with more exports. read less		

		Huw Williams
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Xavi Zucco Avatar]	
		
						We had been looking for a Toyota AE86 for many years, and in late 2022, decided to take the plunge... read moreWe had been looking for a Toyota AE86 for many years, and in late 2022, decided to take the plunge and purchase from Japan a fabulous red over black example. After scoping out a number of agents/importers based in Japan, we settled on Japan Car Direct, and we're very happy that we did!  We quickly found that communications with Matt and the Japan Car Direct team were always prompt, insightful and respectful, giving us a feeling of trust in the company. At our request Matt organised a mechanical and general inspection of the car, which was located a few hours north-east of Tokyo. Whilst the mechanic was looking at the car, we were able to do a video call through Matt so we could see the AE86 for ourselves and ask questions of the selling agent live - all beautifully translated by Matt. This gave us a digital first-hand viewing of the car, and was key to us making our final decision to purchase. The subsequent transaction for the purchase itself was a smooth and stress-free operation as we were guided through the process by Japan Car Direct. The entire process, from first communication, to the inspection, the transaction, the shipping process, and to when the car arrived - was all incredibly smooth and trouble-free.  As a result of all this good service, we now have a wonderful JDM Toyota AE86 here in Australia. We’d highly recommend Japan Car Direct to anyone seriously thinking about finding and importing a car from Japan. Thanks Japan Car Direct! read less		

		Xavi Zucco
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: George ACP911 Avatar]	
		
						Full story on Instagram @91jdmsir  After months of searching for our needle in the haystack from Japan, next came... read moreFull story on Instagram @91jdmsir  After months of searching for our needle in the haystack from Japan, next came the process of getting the vehicle back to USA.  For 2 weeks we searched for a viable and trusted source, yet we only were met with individuals who over promised and under delivered.  In fact we talked to several competitors and none of them were working in Japan directly.  Just at the point of giving up due to the lack of finding a trustworthy source, we stumbled across Japan Car Direct.  I was very skeptical but my fears and worries were quickly turned into happiness.  I first talked to Matthew regarding the vehicle we sourced out, he was very professional, helpful, organized, and experienced in the Import/Export of cars from Japan.  After giving Matthew the vehicle info, he and his team went straight to work in sourcing the vehicle out, ensuring that it exists and its legitimate, ensuring that the vehicle has all the proper documentation to be sold and exported to the USA.  He offered inspection services which gave me a peace of mind (highly suggest this) knowing its a legit vehicle without any issues.  Once everything was confirmed, the funds transfer took place next and the shipment was arranged.  Everything was handled by Japan Car Direct, including customs, shipping, port delivery, docs, etc etc...  They even have the contacts and associations here in the USA for port entry and pickup.  Once it arrived in Long Beach, we went to pick her up and the vehicle was exactly as described and even more rewarding in person.  I must say they this was the most seamless and enjoyable transaction we've ever experienced and now we are ready for another one.  Here's our story of this amazing gem on Instagram @91jdmsir.  If you are a in the process of importing a vehicle from Japan, I highly urge you to do yourself a huge favor and reach out to Matthew and his crew for a smooth and peaceful experience and check out our experience on Instagram.... read less		

		George ACP911
				1 year ago
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	[image: SD CARGUY Avatar]	
		
						Full story on Instagram @91jdmsir  After months of searching for our needle in the haystack from Japan, next came... read moreFull story on Instagram @91jdmsir  After months of searching for our needle in the haystack from Japan, next came the process of getting the vehicle back to USA.  For 2 weeks we searched for a viable and trusted source, yet we only were met with individuals who over promised and under delivered.  In fact we talked to several competitors and none of them were working in Japan directly.  Just at the point of giving up due to the lack of finding a trustworthy source, we stumbled across Japan Car Direct.  I was very skeptical but my fears and worries were quickly turned into happiness.  I first talked to Matthew regarding the vehicle we sourced out, he was very professional, helpful, organized, and experienced in the Import/Export of cars from Japan.  After giving Matthew the vehicle info, he and his team went straight to work in sourcing the vehicle out, ensuring that it exists and its legitimate, ensuring that the vehicle has all the proper documentation to be sold and exported to the USA.  He offered inspection services which gave me a peace of mind (highly suggest this) knowing its a legit vehicle without any issues.  Once everything was confirmed, the funds transfer took place next and the shipment was arranged.  Everything was handled by Japan Car Direct, including customs, shipping, port delivery, docs, etc etc...  They even have the contacts and associations here in the USA for port entry and pickup.  Once it arrived in Long Beach, we went to pick her up and the vehicle was exactly as described and even more rewarding in person.  I must say they this was the most seamless and enjoyable transaction we've ever experienced and now we are ready for another one.  Here's our story of this amazing gem on Instagram @91jdmsir.  If you are a in the process of importing a vehicle from Japan, I highly urge you to do yourself a huge favor and reach out to Matthew and his crew for a smooth and peaceful experience and check out our experience on Instagram.... read less		

		SD CARGUY
				1 year ago
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	[image: James Heather Avatar]	
		
						The entire team at Japan Car Direct looked after everything for me. From buying my target car at auction to... read moreThe entire team at Japan Car Direct looked after everything for me. From buying my target car at auction to selling my current car at auction with delivery, paperwork and admin in between sales all included.  I live in Japan so this is a review of the process from within the country (not for export). Having said this, the high quality of car and service received won't be different no matter where you are buying from.  At first Matt educated me on Land Cruisers as that was my target car. This was very helpful. Next he helped me select a car. Our primary communication was done via social media (we mostly used Whatsapp but also were connected via Facebook Messenger and LINE). We looked at a fair amount of cars. Matt would send me a list almost daily of upcoming cars. He was especially patient with me as I was rather pedantic about everything and asked many questions. Matt always responded within an hour. It is also worth noting that even though my Japanese language ability is advanced, it was comforting having Matt's Japanese language fluency on hand when questions needed to be relayed on my behalf. It made our communication much more efficient.  Within a couple of weeks we eventually found a car that fit my target but actually missed out on the auction, not because we were outbid (although there were other bidders) but because the seller had a fixed (minimum) price set. After the auction Matt relayed the fixed price the seller wanted. I waited a few days to think about it then asked if the car was still available, and it was. At this point Matt offered to hire a private inspector/specialist to check the car on site on my behalf. This was 3000yen well spent as the inspector gave a thorough check of the car. I recommend anyone considering buying a car via auction to have an expert check it out first. It was tremendously valuable and reassuring. At this point, all that was left to do was agree to buy the car and send the money. All the paperwork and delivery of the car (directly to my home!) was organized by Matt and the Japan Car Direct team. It was a very easy process.  To top it off, Matt and the Japan Car Direct team went above and beyond by agreeing to help me sell my old car. They arranged to have it picked up from my home on the day my new car arrived, and took it to auction to sell it on my behalf. My car sold on the first auction day for much more than I was hoping for. Once again, all of the paperwork, delivery of the car etc was taken care of by Matt and the team.  I have bought cars and motorcycles in Japan via auction in the past. While the product I buy has always been good, the service not always so. The entire process can be a nerve wracking experience, not only because of fear of buying a bad car but because of all the paperwork and bureaucracy involved. Japan Car Direct took the stress out of buying at auction and made it a friendly, fun experience. The service was prompt and professional - always. I love the car I purchased but since the process was so easy I will certainly be back for more in the future. Japan Cars Direct is THE way to go for buying cars at auction in Japan. I can’t recommend them enough.  I was initially introduced to Matthew Matusiak of Japan Car Direct via a mutual acquaintance for the purpose of buying a car, however, I am pleased to now call Matt my friend and look forward to continued hockey chatter throughout the year. read less		

		James Heather
				1 year ago
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	[image: Jack Koncz Avatar]	
		
						Mike was awesome to work with, his patience is that of a saint! He always provided top notch translations and... read moreMike was awesome to work with, his patience is that of a saint! He always provided top notch translations and learnt what condition and specification car I was looking for and after a while we found the perfect one! (I was an annoying customer with a strict budget and very specific for which car I was looking for but it all ended up going smoothly!) If I could give any feedback to the team it could possibly be to check in with us every now and then once we have bought the car as sending out that much money is a very scary thing to do! But other than that I cannot fault them! Amazing work Mike I greatly appreciate it! read less		

		Jack Koncz
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Ansel Spencer Avatar]	
		
						Wonderful experience! We imported a Suzuki carry, our first time importing anything. Mike was extremely helpful and knowledgeable. Very happy... read moreWonderful experience! We imported a Suzuki carry, our first time importing anything. Mike was extremely helpful and knowledgeable. Very happy with their service and our new vehicle. read less		

		Ansel Spencer
				1 year ago
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	[image: Ruslana Kashchuk Avatar]	
		
						These guys are very reliable and easy to work with.  Everything is transparent and convenient.  They are our... read moreThese guys are very reliable and easy to work with.  Everything is transparent and convenient.  They are our eyes and ears in japan)) read less		

		Ruslana Kashchuk
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Steve Cox Avatar]	
		
						I can't praise Japan Car Direct enough especially the work from Mike Nguyen in helping me find and buy the... read moreI can't praise Japan Car Direct enough especially the work from Mike Nguyen in helping me find and buy the van I finally chose. They make the process very straightforward and Mike was always available with video translations of auction sheets and with advice on the purchase process and pricing. You never feel like you cannot  discuss the process and are never pushed into choices you don't want to make. Finally, with the shipping to the UK, Mike helped find transportation that was significantly faster than the expected times given by others. read less		

		Steve Cox
				1 year ago
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	[image: Travis M Avatar]	
		
						Along with many of the customers here, this was my first time importing a vehicle.  Originally, I had contacted... read moreAlong with many of the customers here, this was my first time importing a vehicle.  Originally, I had contacted a local importer who had great reviews in my area.  Long story short, the local importer struggled to move quickly and over the course of around 3 months was unable to close the deal with two vehicles I had intended to make strong offers on.  Upset with my experience with the local importer and somewhat discouraged with the entire process I decided to part ways and look into working with Japan Car Direct.  At first I was hesitant to do business with a company I had never heard of nor was able to meet with in person.  However, Matt soon gave me the assurance that I needed.  Being my first import, I had a lot of questions and a lot of concerns with the entire process.  Matt was consistently responsive and patient with all of my inquiries and confidently led me through the entire process.  From understanding how the auction houses operate, the culture of used vehicle resale in Japan including dealership sales vs auctions, advice on what to look for, and honest feedback on which vehicles to stay away from.  I was looking for a very specific and rarely available Land Cruiser and Matt worked with me for over 3 months waiting for the right vehicle to appear at auction.  I was very diligent and checking every day for a cruiser to become available.  Any cruiser I was interested in, Matt would translate the auction sheet for me and give me his opinion of the vehicle.  To my relief, a cruiser finally showed up at auction… However, there was less than 12 hours before the auction would take place.  Matt was soon in touch with me and calmly walked me through my options, the bidding process, opinions on what I could expect the vehicle to sell for, and any questions I had along the way.  Within that small time frame, not only was he prepared to bid on my behalf, he had also arranged a third party inspection with the auction house to get a second opinion of the vehicle’s condition.  After winning the bid, Matt sent me a recording of the entire auction with voice commentary - it was an unexpected detail that brought me closer to the process.  I am confident that there is no way my original importer could have pulled this off, and I couldn’t have been happier to have worked with Matt and Japan Car Direct.  After the auction, there were no hidden fees or extra charges.  Everything was clear from the beginning and transparent through the entire process.  I was a very demanding client, and I can’t stress enough how professional and patient Matt was with me as a customer thoughout the extended length of time we searched for the right vehicle.  In the end I am extremely satisfied with the experience and as nervous as I was starting the process I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend JCD to anyone reading this, my family, friends, or do business with them again personally in the future.  Thanks JCD! read less		

		Travis M
				1 year ago
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	[image: Randy Noble Avatar]	
		
						This group, and specifically Yoshiro, have always gone above and beyond in helping me to navigate the significant inventory of... read moreThis group, and specifically Yoshiro, have always gone above and beyond in helping me to navigate the significant inventory of cars.  I have learned so much from the information they provide.  Just an incredibly responsive, patient, knowledgeable and helpful group of professionals.  First vehicle received was super clean and mechanically sound. read less		

		Randy Noble
				1 year ago
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	[image: 万屋銀ちゃん Avatar]	
		
						It was my first time importing a car from japan and I was not disappointed! Mason helped me around with... read moreIt was my first time importing a car from japan and I was not disappointed! Mason helped me around with the system and was answering all of my worries with the importation. Definitely going to come back for the next cars to come! thank you very much! We look forward to seeing you again next time. read less		

		万屋銀ちゃん
				1 year ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Craig Lancashire Avatar]	
		
						The good people at JCD, Mason and Matt in particular, could not have been more supportive. They helped me through... read moreThe good people at JCD, Mason and Matt in particular, could not have been more supportive. They helped me through the auction selection process, translated a lot of auction sheets for me, and between us we successfully bid on my perfect vehicle. They walked me through getting it on a freight ship, sent me details of how to track my car halfway around the globe, also put me in touch with the right people in the UK to get my purchase through customs. They were always kind and courteous, and very understanding about the time difference issues between the UK and Japan. They always kept me up-to-date on the status of each step along the journey.  All-in-all I had a really great experience dealing with them and also when adding up all the costs involved (purchase/freight/import fees/tax/registration/etc.) I got a £12k vehicle for below £7k.  Super happy with the service/experience/results... would use them again in a heartbeat. read less		

		Craig Lancashire
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Oles Sendetskyi Avatar]	
		
						First time importing and their services were great! No nonsense guys, quick responses, the car arrived as described. Passed out... read moreFirst time importing and their services were great! No nonsense guys, quick responses, the car arrived as described. Passed out of country inspection with flying colours, just needed to put new tires on it. I have pre-selected two cars and I won my first choice right at the bidding limit. Some tips: Make sure they do an inspection, its not in-depth but will definitely show red flags. Select a low mileage car if possible. Avoid heavy rust and oil leaks. read less		

		Oles Sendetskyi
				1 year ago
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	[image: Alpesh Patel Avatar]	
		
						FIRST TIME BUYER Update first car got here and process was painless, yoshi put me in touch with local importer... read moreFIRST TIME BUYER Update first car got here and process was painless, yoshi put me in touch with local importer to make sure all paper work was in order and I would have no issues at pick up, Wich I did not…can not say enough good thing about yoshi and the group at Japan car direct…Also I paid a little extra and had a bunch of service done in Japan where the parts and labor was way cheaper then here in the states…car runs great and I am super satisfied  First post: So…. I have just ordered my second car from Yoshiro Nakajima at Japan Car Direct. Keep in mind my first car has only just gotten to the port, I think that alone speaks volumes. So far it has been an awesome and painless experience.  I did not go the advised route of auctions.  Not because I could not have save a bunch of money but because I have no patience.  Not only was Yoshi understanding and responsive to my constant questions, He accommodated nearly all of my requests(some were just crazy I admit).  Even so we found a car at a local to Japan used car dealer and he helped me obtain the car, get it fully serviced and delivered to the port.  I will update this review once the car is here and I can let you know how smooth the import process was and how my paperwork came.  Trust, I have full faith in Yoshi, and Japan Car Direct that this will go painlessly as well.  I will do a follow up review so people can get a full review of all process points. One last thing I want to add is that my budget was extremely low and he never made me feel it was not important or a priority for him. He never made me feel like this was a petty or small job.  I feel this too speaks volumes about character.    Thus far nothing but five stars. read less		

		Alpesh Patel
				1 year ago
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	[image: 平川太郎 Avatar]	
		
						この度、輸出手続きを誠にありがとうございました  Thank you very much for helping us getting excellent used Toyota Crowns		

		平川太郎
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: 万屋銀ちゃん Avatar]	
		
						It was my first time importing a car from japan and I was not disappointed! Mason helped me around with... read moreIt was my first time importing a car from japan and I was not disappointed! Mason helped me around with the system and was answering all of my worries with the importation. Definitely going to come back for the next cars to come! ありがとうございました！また次もどうぞよろしくお願い致します。 read less		

		万屋銀ちゃん
				1 year ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Steve Anthony Avatar]	
		
						I have purchased 6 cars now through Matt at Japan Car Direct.  I could not be happier with the... read moreI have purchased 6 cars now through Matt at Japan Car Direct.  I could not be happier with the communication and support through the entire process.  Do not hesitate to reach out to them and begin your purchase with JCD. read less		

		Steve Anthony
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Oles Sendetskyi Avatar]	
		
						First time importing and their services were great! No nonsense guys, quick responses, the car arrived as described. Passed out... read moreFirst time importing and their services were great! No nonsense guys, quick responses, the car arrived as described. Passed out of country inspection with flying colours, just needed to put new tires on it. I have pre-selected two cars and I won my first choice Toyota Corolla Spacio right at the bidding limit. Some tips: Make sure they do an inspection, its not in-depth but will definitely show red flags. Select a low mileage car if possible. Avoid heavy rust and oil leaks. read less		

		Oles Sendetskyi
				1 year ago
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	[image: JMC Motors Avatar]	
		
						Fab team to work with. Have been dealing with them a number of years with no issues .		

		JMC Motors
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Christopher Ashby Avatar]	
		
						We have bought many cars from Japan through Mathew and JCD. Always been honest, upfront and fair. Will always recommend highly!		

		Christopher Ashby
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Marty Reba Avatar]	
		
						Many thanks to Matt at JCD for helping me with my kei import! I couldn`t be happier with it and... read moreMany thanks to Matt at JCD for helping me with my kei import! I couldn`t be happier with it and am looking forward to the next one! Merry Christmas. read less		

		Marty Reba
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Ramesses Sanchez Avatar]	
		
						Importing a vehicle through jcd was a breeze, Matt and Mason walked me through the whole process while bidding and... read moreImporting a vehicle through jcd was a breeze, Matt and Mason walked me through the whole process while bidding and purchasing my FD Rx7, they made it extremely easy by keeping me updated on everything and getting back to me on any questions or concerns I had along the way. Would 110% go through them again. :) read less		

		Ramesses Sanchez
				1 year ago
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	[image: J P Avatar]	
		
						Mathew and Mason at JCD are awsome to deal with. Made the import process so easy. Have used them multiple... read moreMathew and Mason at JCD are awsome to deal with. Made the import process so easy. Have used them multiple times and will continue to do so. read less		

		J P
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Puneet Singh Avatar]	
		
						This was my first time ever buying a car, let alone one from overseas. I was very nervous at first,... read moreThis was my first time ever buying a car, let alone one from overseas. I was very nervous at first, but the guys at Japan Car Direct are excellent! In particular I dealt with Yoshiro and he provided amazing service and helped me from step 1 all the way until I received the vehicle. If you're unsure about absolutely anything, you can ask them and they'll be more than happy to help you.  Yoshiro helped me find an excellent little Audi TT in great condition that I couldn't be more happy about owning! I never would've been able to find a deal like this in my home country.  The process is very simple(Refer to their site for a lot more in-depth details on how the process works and a ton of other information): 1. Find a car you like on the auction search engine (can access by simply making an account on their website) 2. Send the auction listing to them and they'll translate the sheet into English for you 3. This step is not mandatory, but you can get an inspection prior to bidding for a insanely good price, I highly recommend. 4. If you still want to bid, let them know your maximum bid. 5. If you win the bid, then just sit back whilst they handle ALL of the next steps for you, they really make it easy! 6. Depending on your country, your import process will be different to clear customs, but Yoshiro even set that entire process up for me! (Note: You're responsible for passing any inspections in order to get insurance in your country, but for me the process was still very simple)  It's really as simple as that. All I had to do in the entire process was pick a car I like, and pay for it. You are in good hands with the guys at this company. They'll make sure you get a good car and only one that you'll be happy with. Truly a breath of fresh air when you find that one company that very clearly works for you as the customer to find the absolute best deal for you.  I'm definitely going to be looking at buying another vehicle through these guys in the future! read less		

		Puneet Singh
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: David Speranza Avatar]	
		
						After doing a bit of research I settled on using JCD to bid at the Japanese auctions for me and... read moreAfter doing a bit of research I settled on using JCD to bid at the Japanese auctions for me and to facilitate the import of my dream car into Australia. Whenever I saw a car of interest, Mason would normally reply within an hour with a short video translating the Japanese auction sheet and additional info he had. They also organised additional inspections and photos at your request before you bid. Once I placed a winning bid, they used a partner shipping company (Dolphin shipping) and transferred all the info to them. From there the shipping company had a few extra questions and shipped my car and sent me an invoice for their services just before the car landed in AUS. These guys are very accessible, friendly and do a great job. Highly recommend. Thanks Mason for a job well done! read less		

		David Speranza
				1 year ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0]
				
	


	
	







	
	[image: Sherry Tsai Avatar]	
		
						It took quite some time to find my dream car and I appreciate Matt for sticking it out.  It's... read moreIt took quite some time to find my dream car and I appreciate Matt for sticking it out.  It's quite amazing the amount of detail is on the auction sheet about the condition of the car, so it was very easy to know what condition the cars are in.  Of course, the auction sheets wouldn't have been much help if it wasn't for Matt walking me through all the Japanese. read less		

		Sherry Tsai
				1 year ago
						[image: media thumbnail 0][image: media thumbnail 1]
				
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Sam Smith Avatar]	
		
						I’ve bought multiple cars from Japan Car Direct and they were helpful in every way possible. Mason is a great... read moreI’ve bought multiple cars from Japan Car Direct and they were helpful in every way possible. Mason is a great agent and really helps figure out the small details that might be bugging you about the car. If you’re importing yourself I highly recommend using them. read less		

		Sam Smith
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Bobby Capa Avatar]	
		
						It was my first time buying a car online, let alone overseas. These guys are legit!!! Yoshi has been very... read moreIt was my first time buying a car online, let alone overseas. These guys are legit!!! Yoshi has been very patient, transparent and prompt with all queries. The car was exactly what was expect. The time of arrival was accurate. Just look at all the 5 star reviews they got Great job guys. read less		

		Bobby Capa
				1 year ago
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	[image: Timothy Vail Avatar]	
		
						Japan Cars Direct is a well run business! Our consultant, Yoshi, was extremely competent and helped us find the best... read moreJapan Cars Direct is a well run business! Our consultant, Yoshi, was extremely competent and helped us find the best GT-R for the money.  He worked with us through the entire purchase and importation process.  All very smooth and transparent.  I would recommend them for any Japanese Domestic Market purchase.  Thanks Yoshi! read less		

		Timothy Vail
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Christophe Chandelier Avatar]	
		
						Very good service. Thanks Taylor for your  help and reactivity.		

		Christophe Chandelier
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Bobby Capa Avatar]	
		
						It was my first time buying a car online, let alone overseas. These guys are legit!!!

Yoshi has been very patient,... read moreIt was my first time buying a car online, let alone overseas. These guys are legit!!!

Yoshi has been very patient, transparent and prompt with all queries. The car was exactly what was expect. The time of arrival was accurate.

Just look at all the 5 star reviews they got

Great job guys. read less		

		Bobby Capa
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	







	
	[image: Nick Light Avatar]	
		
						Matt with Japan Car Direct went above and beyond with answering every single one of my thousand questions.  I... read moreMatt with Japan Car Direct went above and beyond with answering every single one of my thousand questions.  I will continue to reach out to JCD for all of my importing needs. read less		

		Nick Light
				1 year ago
										
	


	
	








	


	
	[image: Jacob Quick Avatar]	
		
						Awesome experience working with the guys at Japan Car Direct, I was looking to find a specific spec J90 Land... read moreAwesome experience working with the guys at Japan Car Direct, I was looking to find a specific spec J90 Land Cruiser Prado (2 door, black, low milage) and managed to locate one at a used car dealer in Japan. Mason helped every step of the way to coordinate with the dealer, make the deal, transport the car to the port, coordinate with the port staff to store the Prado till it turned 25 years on the month (had to sit at the port a couple months), and then finally have the Prado cleaned before it was loaded on the boat. Lots of pictures always accompanied updates and any questions I had were answered with no problems. Everything was super easy and zero stress. Definitely will be using these guys again in the future! read less		

		Jacob Quick
				1 year ago
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						Mike and the gang were great! Everything went smoothly. I really appreciated the concern they had to make sure I... read moreMike and the gang were great! Everything went smoothly. I really appreciated the concern they had to make sure I knew what I was getting. They were able to accommodate my request to have some wheels put on before it shipped. read less		

		Jeff Lintz
				1 year ago
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						Big thank you Mike and team, It was much more easier than expected.		

		Petr Snitil
				1 year ago
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						I worked with Yoshiro to find and import my vehicle.  The experience was fun and Japan Car Direct was... read moreI worked with Yoshiro to find and import my vehicle.  The experience was fun and Japan Car Direct was helpful and professional from the day I started until the vehicle was landed.  With a little effort at my end the provincial safety inspection has been passed and my car is registered and on the road.  Too much fun! read less		

		kelly scott
				1 year ago
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						Amazing support from the team at Japan Car Direct!  Mathew and Mason helped me through my first vehicle import... read moreAmazing support from the team at Japan Car Direct!  Mathew and Mason helped me through my first vehicle import from Japan to Canada - Thank you both for assisting me through the import process, I couldn't have done it without you.  I've been driving my new vehicle for the past month and I'm absolutely thrilled!  I recommend Japan Car Direct to everyone that asks me about my vehicle - and I will definitely import with them again in the future. read less		

		Shaheen Al-Asadi
				1 year ago
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						These guys are great, I could not imagine doing this without them! Mike Nguyen is awesome, very friendly and professional.... read moreThese guys are great, I could not imagine doing this without them! Mike Nguyen is awesome, very friendly and professional. Thanks JCD!!! read less		

		Dominic Duncan Currieri
				1 year ago
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						Professional, informative, great communication, easy to work with. Could be reccommended to anyone		

		Dima lancov
				1 year ago
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						Japan Car Direct made buying a car from Japan dangerously easy. :) Yoshiro was a great help.  He was... read moreJapan Car Direct made buying a car from Japan dangerously easy. :) Yoshiro was a great help.  He was responsive and supportive through the whole process.  They have the export processes well smoothed out and the car arrived and I was able to register it without any problems.  No issues or complaints about Japan Car Direct.  I'll be back for my next unique and interesting vehicle. read less		

		Tim Meunier
				1 year ago
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						Importing through Japan Car Direct has been a great experience through and through. Their assistance in the auction and bidding... read moreImporting through Japan Car Direct has been a great experience through and through. Their assistance in the auction and bidding process and arranging shipping is top notch. More importantly their knowledge of the Japanese car market and auction process was extremely helpful as a first time importer. I have my van now, and it’s been great. You get a dedicated agent, and my agent Mason has been incredibly helpful and knowledgeable. I had a million questions, and he had a million helpful answers. I can’t recommend them enough! read less		

		Peter Hagemeyer
				1 year ago
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						The process was seamless and Mason at JCD was awesome. If you are looking at importing a vehicle I would... read moreThe process was seamless and Mason at JCD was awesome. If you are looking at importing a vehicle I would definitely recommend them! read less		

		Ryan Elway
				1 year ago
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						Without the help I got from Mason @ Japan Car Direct, I couldn't have been able to easily import my... read moreWithout the help I got from Mason @ Japan Car Direct, I couldn't have been able to easily import my first JDM to Canada. He was very quick to respond to my emails and was patiently available day in and day out. Mason provided ongoing support to help me select the car I wanted and translated the Japanese description from the auction website. He used to record videos to explain all the available info about the cars I selected and helped me exclude the cars with features I didn't want. Mason also offered his expert advice about the maximum bidding amount but worked hard to get the car with the lowest price possible. He was amazingly dedicated to make sure I got what I wanted and patiently answered all my questions. He then helped me get extra inspections after winning the auction. I had no concern transferring money to buy and bid for the car because I know for sure that Mason and his friends at JCD are trust worthy. If I ever want to import another JDM car, Mason and his friends, Mathew and Scott are the guys that I would do business with. read less		

		B Al-Abbasi
				1 year ago
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						I think this was the most stress-free and transparent car purchase I’ve ever had and the dealer was on the... read moreI think this was the most stress-free and transparent car purchase I’ve ever had and the dealer was on the other side of the world! They made the whole process as easy as possible and I felt supported the whole way. read less		

		Benjamin Leffers
				1 year ago
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						Awesome experience working with Taylor, he was extremely helpful and patience.  It was my first time exporting a vehicle... read moreAwesome experience working with Taylor, he was extremely helpful and patience.  It was my first time exporting a vehicle and he walked me through step by step and didn't mind answering all my millions of questions.  I probably looked at 100+ different trucks and Taylor was instrumental in helping me make informed decisions on which trucks I should try to bit on and which ones I should probably avoid.  I ended up purchasing three mini-trucks, one for myself and two other family members.  We love them!!!!  Great for working around the farm or yard, hunting, taking to the mountains and cruising the back mountain roads or just a daily commuter as I use mine for.  If you are looking to import any vehicle from Japan, I would highly recommend the friendly and knowledgeable staff at JCD. read less		

		Eric Southerland
				1 year ago
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						FIRST TIME BUYER So…. I have just ordered my second car from Yoshiro Nakajima at Japan Car Direct. Keep in... read moreFIRST TIME BUYER So…. I have just ordered my second car from Yoshiro Nakajima at Japan Car Direct. Keep in mind my first car has only just gotten to the port, I think that alone speaks volumes. So far it has been an awesome and painless experience.  I did not go the advised route of auctions.  Not because I could not have save a bunch of money but because I have no patience.  Not only was Yoshi understanding and responsive to my constant questions, He accommodated nearly all of my requests(some were just crazy I admit).  Even so we found a car at a local to Japan used car dealer and he helped me obtain the car, get it fully serviced and delivered to the port.  I will update this review once the car is here and I can let you know how smooth the import process was and how my paperwork came.  Trust, I have full faith in Yoshi, and Japan Car Direct that this will go painlessly as well.  I will do a follow up review so people can get a full review of all process points. One last thing I want to add is that my budget was extremely low and he never made me feel it was not important or a priority for him. He never made me feel like this was a petty or small job.  I feel this too speaks volumes about character.    Thus far nothing but five stars. read less		

		Alpesh Patel
				1 year ago
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						Great service. This was my first time importing a car from Japan. Everything was well explained and the whole process... read moreGreat service. This was my first time importing a car from Japan. Everything was well explained and the whole process went very smooth. Would highly recommend!! Thank you Yoshi! read less		

		John Power
				1 year ago
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So…. I have just ordered my second car from Yoshiro Nakajima at Japan Car Direct. Keep in mind my first car has only just gotten to the port, I think that alone speaks volumes. So far it has been an awesome and painless experience.  I did not go the advised route of auctions.  Not because I could not have save a bunch of money but because I have no patience.  Not only was Yoshi understanding and responsive to my constant questions, He accommodated nearly all of my requests(some were just crazy I admit).  Even so we found a car at a local to Japan used car dealer and he helped me obtain the car, get it fully serviced and delivered to the port.  I will update this review once the car is here and I can let you know how smooth the import process was and how my paperwork came.  Trust, I have full faith in Yoshi, and Japan Car Direct that this will go painlessly as well.  I will do a follow up review so people can get a full review of all process points. One last thing I want to add is that my budget was extremely low and he never made me feel it was not important or a priority for him. He never made me feel like this was a petty or small job.  I feel this too speaks volumes about character.    Thus far nothing but five stars. read less		
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						Great service. This was my first time importing a car from Japan. Everything was well explained and the whole process... read moreGreat service. This was my first time importing a car from Japan. Everything was well explained and the whole process went very smooth. Would highly recommend!! Thank you Yoshi! read less		
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						Importing through Japan Car Direct has been a great experience through and through. Their assistance in the auction and bidding... read moreImporting through Japan Car Direct has been a great experience through and through. Their assistance in the auction and bidding process and arranging shipping is top notch. More importantly their knowledge of the Japanese car market and auction process was extremely helpful as a first time importer. I have my van now, and it’s been great. You get a dedicated agent, and my agent Mason has been incredibly helpful and knowledgeable. I had a million questions, and he had a million helpful answers. I can’t recommend them enough! read less		
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						Awesome experience working with Taylor, he was extremely helpful and patience.  It was my first time exporting a vehicle... read moreAwesome experience working with Taylor, he was extremely helpful and patience.  It was my first time exporting a vehicle and he walked me through step by step and didn't mind answering all my millions of questions.  I probably looked at 100+ different trucks and Taylor was instrumental in helping me make informed decisions on which trucks I should try to bit on and which ones I should probably avoid.  I ended up purchasing three mini-trucks, one for myself and two other family members.  We love them!!!!  Great for working around the farm or yard, hunting, taking to the mountains and cruising the back mountain roads or just a daily commuter as I use mine for.  If you are looking to import any vehicle from Japan, I would highly recommend the friendly and knowledgeable staff at JCD. read less		
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						Japan Car Direct made buying a car from Japan dangerously easy. :) Yoshiro was a great help.  He was... read moreJapan Car Direct made buying a car from Japan dangerously easy. :) Yoshiro was a great help.  He was responsive and supportive through the whole process.  They have the export processes well smoothed out and the car arrived and I was able to register it without any problems.  No issues or complaints about Japan Car Direct.  I'll be back for my next unique and interesting vehicle. read less		

		Tim Meunier
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						Bought 1 car so far from Japan car Direct and everything went very smoothly. Yoshiro very helpful and extremely fast... read moreBought 1 car so far from Japan car Direct and everything went very smoothly. Yoshiro very helpful and extremely fast to respond read less		

		Christiaan Burger
				1 year ago
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						Bought a Toyota Hiace with the help of Yoshiro. He was fantastic! I will never buy another vehicle from Japan... read moreBought a Toyota Hiace with the help of Yoshiro. He was fantastic! I will never buy another vehicle from Japan without using this company. I would encourage anyone to use them.  There were several vans I inquired about and Yoshiro said there was too much rust and wasn’t good vehicle. He actually looks out for his customers and isn’t looking for a quick sale. read less		

		Brewer Patriot
				1 year ago
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						Matthew at JCD is the man. I’ve now imported three of my own cars through him. JCD was able to... read moreMatthew at JCD is the man. I’ve now imported three of my own cars through him. JCD was able to accommodate my unique needs, everything from short turn around inspections, expert opinions on bidding, arranging quick turn shipping, and handling of docs. I have no reservations sending more tens of thousands of dollars for future imports. At the end of the day, they really wanted to make me a happy customer. read less		

		Chan Shin
				1 year ago
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						Ich kann nur positives über diese Firma berichten, jedes Anliegen wird zeitnah abgewickelt. Ich werde weiterhin über Japan Car Direct... read moreIch kann nur positives über diese Firma berichten, jedes Anliegen wird zeitnah abgewickelt. Ich werde weiterhin über Japan Car Direct die Importe durchführen ! Ein ganz großes Lob an Mathew, vielen Dank ! read less		

		daniele Bongio91
				1 year ago
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						A great experience for my first time importing a car from Japan. Mike’s customer service was second to none and... read moreA great experience for my first time importing a car from Japan. Mike’s customer service was second to none and all the paperwork was in order. read less		

		Bobby Crumpley
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						I had an excellent experience working with  Matthew at Japan Car Direct. I was a first time auction buyer... read moreI had an excellent experience working with  Matthew at Japan Car Direct. I was a first time auction buyer and importer to the United States. Mathew walked me through every step and pointed me to all the right resources both online and here in the United States to complete the import process successfully. Communication wise prompt and helpful, as well as convenient. his insight into the auction process including the vehicle inspection was especially helpful. I ultimately ended up with exactly what I was looking for within budget. I would work with Japan Car Direct again and recommend them to anyone. read less		

		Alex Spiegel
				1 year ago
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						I had an excellent experience working with  Matthew at Japan Car Direct. I was a first time auction buyer... read moreI had an excellent experience working with  Matthew at Japan Car Direct. I was a first time auction buyer and importer to the United States. Mathew walked me through every step and pointed me to all the right resources both online and here in the United States to complete the import process successfully. Communication wise prompt and helpful, as well as convenient. his insight into the auction process including the vehicle inspection was especially helpful. I ultimately ended up with exactly what I was looking for within budget. I would work with Japan Car Direct again and recommend them to anyone. read less		
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						Matthew at JCD is the man. I’ve now imported three of my own cars through him. JCD was able to... read moreMatthew at JCD is the man. I’ve now imported three of my own cars through him. JCD was able to accommodate my unique needs, everything from short turn around inspections, expert opinions on bidding, arranging quick turn shipping, and handling of docs. I have no reservations sending more tens of thousands of dollars for future imports. At the end of the day, they really wanted to make me a happy customer. read less		
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						It's hard to say anything that hasn't been said from other reviewers! This was my first experience importing a vehicle.... read moreIt's hard to say anything that hasn't been said from other reviewers! This was my first experience importing a vehicle. Mike Nguyen was super patient with me and my indecisiveness. He was very quick to respond, and very informative on all my questions. He helped my sort through options until landing a 1kz-te Land Cruiser Prado. It ended up being in better condition than I was anticipating, and was able to drive it 5 hours home from port without a single issue. Cannot recommend Japan Car Direct enough! read less		

		Law_of_the Za
				1 year ago
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						Before this I have never imported any vehicles to NZ let alone one from Japan! I decided to give these... read moreBefore this I have never imported any vehicles to NZ let alone one from Japan! I decided to give these guys a shot and bought a JDM Tesla into the country in the midst of the oil price hikes.  The process is painless end to end and I was well looked after by Mike. Definitely recommend Japan Car Direct for the auction and shipping service. read less		

		Edward Yuan
				1 year ago
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						Great experience. Extremely easy process and Kept me well informed. Highly recommend them if looking to purchase a vehicle from Japan.		

		Antonio Sevilla
				1 year ago
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						I highly recommend Japan Car Direct. They help you find exactly what you are looking for and are with you... read moreI highly recommend Japan Car Direct. They help you find exactly what you are looking for and are with you throughout the entire process. Import was seamless. Mike was great to work with. Highly recommend the team at JCD. read less		

		Sir Selrahc
				1 year ago
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						Just finished successfully importing my first JDM vehicle with the help of Mike and japan car direct and I am... read moreJust finished successfully importing my first JDM vehicle with the help of Mike and japan car direct and I am really impressed with the help and professionalism.  Buying and importing a car is not like walking into a dealer and handing over money.  There are a lot of regulations and processes that need to be taken car of and I am glad I chose the experts at JCD to get me through the process.  The translations of auction sheets were really helpful and they answered so many questions from me that helped me understand the grade ratings, condition of cars and get exactly what I wanted.  On port day, when I was at the Customs office waiting to get my paperwork stamped, I saw others in front of me find out they didn't have the right paperwork or didn't file things correctly and could never register their car and I was so glad, I had all my documentation from JCD and it was all done right.  Saving up for my next JDM bucket list car to buy from JCD! read less		

		Charles Hamilton
				1 year ago
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						very professional and friendly staff, always provided translated auction sheets on same day as requests, helped me get the exact... read morevery professional and friendly staff, always provided translated auction sheets on same day as requests, helped me get the exact car i wanted :D read less		
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						I used Japan Car Direct's services to import a Nissan Silvia from Japan to Australia. Mike was very helpful from... read moreI used Japan Car Direct's services to import a Nissan Silvia from Japan to Australia. Mike was very helpful from start to finish and definitely made the process stress free.  The detailed videos where Mike would translate and explain the Japanese auction sheets and inspections provided great clarification so I knew exactly what I was getting with my car. I have to also commend Mike's swiftness when it came to replying to emails and phone calls, he would always reply near on instantly and even outside of normal business hours just to ensure I was never left in the dark through the bidding and shipping preparation processes.  I could not recommend JCD enough for any potential self importers! read less		
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						I highly recommend Japan Car Direct. They help you find exactly what you are looking for and are with you... read moreI highly recommend Japan Car Direct. They help you find exactly what you are looking for and are with you throughout the entire process. Import was seamless. Mike was great to work with. Highly recommend the team at JCD. read less		
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						Before this I have never imported any vehicles to NZ let alone one from Japan! I decided to give these... read moreBefore this I have never imported any vehicles to NZ let alone one from Japan! I decided to give these guys a shot and bought a JDM Tesla into the country in the midst of the oil price hikes.



The process is painless end to end and I was well looked after by Mike. Definitely recommend Japan Car Direct for the auction and shipping service. read less		
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						Great experience. Extremely easy process and Kept me well informed. Highly recommend them if looking to purchase a vehicle from Japan.		
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							JCD Bidding Deposit (¥60,000)
						

				

				
				
							Allows bidding on one vehicle at a time up to 1 million yen.
						

				

				
				
			
      
        

      

    

  
  		

				

					

		

							

		
				
							

							
					
			
								
						
					
			
								
				
			Used Vehicle Dealer License
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			Head Office
		

				

				
				
							Address: 2-10-16-2 Tendai, Inage Ku, Chiba-shi, Chiba, 〒 263-0016
Phone: +81 80 7972 1982
Email: [email protected]
FB: JapanCarDirect
						

				

					

		

				
			
								
				
			Tokyo Branch
		

				

				
				
							Address: 359 Yamabukicho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 〒 162-0801
Email: [email protected]
Skype: YoshiJCD
						

				

					

		

							

		
				
						
					
			
								
				
			Chiba Branch
		

				

				
				
							Address: 287-94 Fuji, Shiroi-shi, Chiba, 〒 270-1432
Email: [email protected]
Skype: mathewjapancardirect
						

				

					

		

				
			
								
				
			Osaka Branch
		

				

				
				
							Address: 10-4-204 Takadacho, Ibaraki-shi, Osaka, 〒 567-0011
Email: [email protected]
Skype: mike@japancardirect
						

				

					

		

							

		
					

		

							

		
							

		


				
				
		


































































